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investigation. Firstly, I study the relationship between school building and 
urban context; the evolution of the typology with respect to both technical 
and educational concerns; and the migration of ideas. schools are strongly 
related to the evolution of urban theories and the debate on school building 
was linked to debates on the territory and its development, its economic 
growth and its demographic curve. the second path examines how archi-
tects, educators, and administrators created and disseminated an image 
of school bound to modern architectural forms and progressive methods of 
teaching, combined with a persistently romantic notion of childhood.
the close relationships with other countries have always played an essen-
tial role in swiss culture. the dissertation therefore applies international 
comparison, looking into the network of exchanges that swiss architects 
secured with the rest of the world, in particular with the so called ‘creative 
periphery’ (joedicke 1959) – denmark, sweden and Finland – as well as 
with the united states and england in which  the most progressive ideas on 
education and school buildings were being developed.
the archival research has been conducted primarily at the gta archiv of 
the eth Zurich, looking into the main protagonists of the swiss debate on 
modern school buildings, such as Werner M. Moser and alfred roth. the 
literature studies provide an accurate survey of period journals on educa-
tion and architecture, paying particular attention to the many special issues 
dedicated to the subject of schools in this period.

main references

joedicke, jürgen, Moderne Baukunst. Syn-
these aus Form, Funktion und Konstruktion 
(Frankfurt am Main: büchergilde guten-
berg, 1959)

Maurer, bruno, “die revolution hat nicht 
stattgefunden in der erziehung – Werner 
M. Moser und die “erziehung zur architek-
tur,” in hildebrand, Maurer, oechslin (eds.), 
Haefeli Moser Steiger – Die Architekten der 
Schweizer Moderne (Zürich: gta verlag, 
2007), 116-41

reichlin, bruno, “la provincia pedagogica/
the Pedagogic Province,” in bellasi, Fran-
cioli, Piccardi (eds.), Enigma Helvetia. Arti, 
riti e miti della Svizzera moderna, (Mendri-
sio-cinisello balsamo: Mendrisio academy 
Press-silvana editore, 2008), 229-44

roth, alfred, The New School. Das Neue 
Schulhaus. La Nouvelle Ecole (Zürich, 
girsberger, 1950)

7.2.5 Star-Shaped rib Vaulting in the Church of San 
domenico, Cagliari

FederIco MarIa gIaMMusso
Università degli Studi di Palermo, Italy – Universidad de Zaragoza, Spain

this research is focused on the monastery of san domenico in cagliari and 
its renovation carried out in the second half of sixteenth century. Founded in 
the settlement of villanova on the east slope of the castle of cagliari during 
the second half of the thirteenth century, the monastery of san domenico 
reached its maximum expansion in the late 1560s as a consequence of 
the dominican reform movement. these large-scale reforms were due to 
multiple factors: economic development, administrative reforms (including 
the diocesan reorganization), medieval orders reforms and general religious 
reforms relating to the defunct council of trent which closed in 1563 (Man-
coni, 2010, 250-53).
the particular focus of the thesis is on the star-shaped rib vaulting of the 
church; a complex work which radically transformed the temple, previously 
covered with a wooden roof built over a diaphragmatic arch system. san 
domenico suffered complete destruction during the second World War and 
was rebuilt. the destruction, together with the shortage of available docu-
mentation of its building history, has prevented a proper interpretation of 
the church and its architecture. because of this lack of documentation, the 
research has been based primarily on indirect archival sources, such as the 
acts of the provincial and general chapters of the order, the dominican and 
ecclesiastical chronicles and the Liber I of the general archive of Preach-
ers in rome. some direct sources from the late sixteenth century were 
provided by local archives (archdiocese and Municipal in cagliari) and by the 
archive of the crown of aragon (barcelona).
a key tool in this study has been the design of a 3d reconstruction of the 
building, making it possible to analyze the church as it would have appeared 
before its destruction. virtual reconstruction techniques (Marsiglia, 2013), 
combining historical research tools and digital representation technologies, 
have been employed to understand the building process. this has allowed 
an interpretation of architectural details and constructive features and a 
comparative analysis of the church with respect to other monuments from 
the same time. the digital reconstruction has been based on metric data, 
collected using image-based 3d modelling methods (remondino-el hakim, 
2006), and materials found in the Municipal archive of cagliari as well as in 
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the soprintendenza of cagliari and oristano’s archives.
a very important part of the study concerns the reconstruction of the rela-
tionship between the monastery of san domenico and the dominican order. 
In particular, the research has focused on the dominican reform movement 
in the province of aragon (esponera, 1999). Furthermore, the thesis inves-
tigates the relationship between the spiritual reform and the material reno-
vation of the monasteries. the history of san domenico well illustrates the 
dynamics that characterized the spread and evolution of the Mediterranean 
gothic in sardinia, from the introduction of churches with unique nave and 
chapels opened between buttresses of diaphragm arches, to the introduc-
tion of star-shaped ribs vaulting of the naves.
the final goal of the work has been to demonstrate that the appearance 
of star-shaped ribs in the late sardinian Cinquecento religious architecture 
does not represent a delay or isolation of sardinian architectural culture. 
Perhaps these episodes should not be classifiable as ‘late gothic’ architec-
ture at all. Instead, they might be understood as local interpretations of new 
renaissance systems developing in mainland Italy and the aragonese land 
(Ibáñez, 2008).

7.2.6 the Evolution of domestic Space in Southern Italy 
and Sicily

serena guIdone
Università degli Studi di Padova

the research project is devoted to the evolution of domestic space in south-
ern Italy and sicily, in the late classical to hellenistic period (from the middle 
of the fourth century to the middle of the first century bc), including both 
Magna grecia and Italic sites (russo tagliente 1992; d’andria-Mannino 
1996). the analytic research is aimed at defining the peculiar characteris-
tics of the domestic unit, providing a tentative reconstruction of the cultural 
models of reference. the research involves examination of twenty-eight sites 
and more than one hundred houses, highlighting the presence of different 
‘housing systems’. the houses examined present considerable typological 
and dimensional variations and are structured according to complex sym-
bolic dimensions.
the vast majority of the examined houses derive from the greek tradition, as 
for example the pastas and peristilium houses (hellmann 2010). however, if 
we consider the development of a typical house over time, we can observe 
a series of structural changes that alter the primitive plan layout, introduc-
ing variations in the original template and, in some cases, in the dwelling’s 
extension. this change can be linked to the gradual process of romanization 
of the southern part of the Italian peninsula; a process already underway 
around the end of the third century bc. the best examples of this change 
can be observed between the end of the second century and the beginning 
of the first century bc. an important part of the research is related to the 
diffusion of the atrium domus, both in southern Italy and in sicily. there is a 
great need to investigate more attentively the symbolic value of this house 
type in relation to the political and social context in which it spread.
From a methodological point of view, an unavoidable reference in the study 
of the private house is the description of the greek and roman house in 
literary sources (Pesando 1989; coarelli 1989; de albentiis 1990; gros 
1997). such sources are important to understand the dwelling’s struc-
tural and functional aspects as well as the activities performed inside them. 
Furthermore, the study encompasses structural analysis, examinations of 
spatial and functional distribution, typology, and architectural language. the 
analyses take into account structural and functional modifications of the 
single unit as well as of the community as a whole, using such changes as 
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